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thinking styles
session 1: why thinking styles

session 2: finding affinities

session 3: making thinking styles

session 4: using thinking styles

the problem with personas
awareness of unconscious bias
necessary data characteristics
participant sketches & nicknames

establish the focus
the thinking styles working session

describing & labeling segments
time & place for demographics

check your work; compare & matrix
using segments & measuring value
making segments from existing data
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homework review
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Either together as a team working session, or asynchronously as 
paragraphs, edits, and comments:

1. First, describe each thinking style group we found in our 
working session today. Use first person, present tense. Put 
yourself in their mind on that day of travel, on that date, in 
that airport and airplane. Only write a few sentences. The 
description contains inner thinking and guiding principles. 
(Avoid any description of concepts that we set as “off-limits.”)

2. Second, come up with a few suggestions for a label for this 
group. Make sure it’s a label people would be happy to use to 
describe themselves.

3. Vote on a final label. (optional) Try these labels & 
descriptions out on people who fly, to see if your wording is 
reasonable, or if the groups themselves are off.

4. (optional) Pick a demographic you’ve heard inner thinking 
about and try forming a demographic lens.

homework describing & naming the thinking styles
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our review will be:

• to converge the two sets of descriptions in the 
two team frames

• see how Group A and Group B compare

• to see how these thinking styles compare to the 
set I made from all 8 studies back in 2013 (later 
in this deck)
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making thinking styles (the last bit)
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check your work
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1. remember each person

2. establish the focus

3. the TS working session

review participant 
sketches

each team member 
represents a number 
of sketches

move participants with 
guiding principles in 
common into groups

annotate each group by 
listing ~2-4 common 
guiding principles

highlight people by 
strength of match to 
the annotation

clear your mind

list what is “in” or 
“off-limits” based on 
your org’s focus or 
priority (… or not!)

pare back sketches 
to what is pertinent 
for each person

separate out distinct 
contexts (if needed)

iterate to see if you can 
make each participant 
belong to a unique group

briefly describe each group 
in first person, using inner 
thinking & guiding principles

then label the group with an 
adjective or noun phrase

check your descriptions with 
real people; maybe start over

compare to past segmentation 
work

as a team, between 4-10 hours

does discrimination, 
physiology, culture, or 
environment affect thinking?

5. consider demographics

4. describe & label each group 

steps for creating thinking styles

6. check your work
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shop your thinking-styles around

find new people who have actually done this purpose

(usually avoid participants because they are likely 
to pick at a group description until it only 
represents what they told you themselves)
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potential bias in picking new people to ask:

… you can make this informal or you can formally 
recruit using your initial screener 

… or you can do another study to corroborate 
(see later slide)
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describe the thinking-styles, and see what their reaction is 
(stay away from the “off-limits” you specified in step 2)

“I’ve done some research about . Have you 
done this recently or a lot?”

if yes: 

“I’ve come up with some persona groups, and I want to 
see if they make sense. Can I ask you if you belong to 
one? It will only take a minute.”
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if a person says they belong to multiple thinking-styles, 
find out if these are context-dependent (if so, that’s okay)

example: airline, purpose of getting to the gate on time + 
taking the flight 

context while on a business trip
context while bringing someone rambunctious, clumsy, 

or unaware of air travel “rules”
context while bringing someone who can’t move 

around well
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make needed edits to names & descriptions

or shift the way you grouped participants



Careful Planner – 104, 105, 106
Something I saw inspired me to cook a particular dish. I want it to turn out 
just like I imagine (or just like the photo). So, I like to have a simplified 
process, because there's always this climax in the kitchen when things need 
to be done and it can get stressful. To make sure I have everything I need 
and don't mess up any steps, I might get everything out on the counter or 
maybe write some notes. I refer to a recipe as I go to make sure I have the 
right cooking temperature and times. If things don't turn out the way I 
want, it can be disappointing. 
Note: Some of the people that I validated this description with, outside of 
the study, mentioned that they aren’t as disappointed as our participants 
were. Also, there are all levels of experience in this segment, from beginner 
to expert. The key is the concept of pursuing the thrill of new and unique 
dishes to cook. Some of our participants pursued this thrill more regularly 
than others. Our participant 104 had dietary limitations that kept him from 
exploring much these past couple of years.
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purpose: cook dinner as a creative home chef
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first study, if well-framed:
• 10-20 participants: this is a first draft of thinking styles
• 20+ participants: this is a solid draft of thinking styles

then do another study with 10 participants (every year or so):
• choose the same purpose
• choose a new purpose
• choose a new neighborhood from the first study results
• choose a different lens (e.g. focus on physical 

disabilities, focus on low income, focus on high-
transaction-buyers)

do another study to refine & validate
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corroborate, edit, or add to the thinking-styles with 
every iteration, in each following study

you might find a couple new thinking styles after a few 
more studies (cast of characters is slowly revealed)

build a set of thinking-styles over time

16



compare before & after
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1. remember each person

2. establish the focus

3. the TS working session

review participant 
sketches

each team member 
represents a number 
of sketches

move participants with 
guiding principles in 
common into groups

annotate each group by 
listing ~2-4 common 
guiding principles

highlight people by 
strength of match to 
the annotation

clear your mind

list what is “in” or 
“off-limits” based on 
your org’s focus or 
priority (… or not!)

pare back sketches 
to what is pertinent 
for each person

separate out distinct 
contexts (if needed)

iterate to see if you can 
make each participant 
belong to a unique group

briefly describe each group 
in first person, using inner 
thinking & guiding principles

then label the group with an 
adjective or noun phrase

check your descriptions with 
real people; maybe start over

compare to past segmentation 
work

as a team, between 4-10 hours

does discrimination, 
physiology, culture, or 
environment affect thinking?

5. consider demographics

4. describe & label each group 

steps for creating thinking styles

6. check your work
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hypothesis based on data

purpose: finding a person to date seriously
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purpose: decide to get a new phone
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My Fridge Is Unplugged (Joe)

Cost Matters Most (Amanda)

Have It My Way (Jeanne)

Watch What I Eat (Chris)

Don't Think Too Hard (Going by Rote)

Shake It Up

It's the Place that Counts

Food Is My Demon/Obstacle

hypothesis (personas) based on data

purpose: decide what to eat for lunch
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Get It Over With
I’m trying to minimize my travel time.

I want to accomplish everything, so I set up a tight 
schedule on my travel day. I have appointments or 
events I want to hit before and/or after the flight. 
Or maybe I’m uncomfortable on planes. Or I don’t 
want to spend too much time away from my home 
and family. I’m prepared to bury myself in my work 
or another distraction while on board. 

Frustrated
Travel isn’t going as I had planned.

Everything that can go wrong will go wrong. There’s 
always something: I get singled out in security or 
the flight is delayed or my luggage flies to a 
different destination than me. The airline drops the 
ball and I’m forced to remedy the situation. It 
takes hours that I’d rather spend doing what I had 
intended. 

Unfazed
I’m prepared for anything to happen.

I want my travel to be stress free and drama free. 
I’ve arranged contingencies for all the scenarios I 
can imagine. Long security line? I show up an extra 
hour early. Flight delays? I brought stuff to do. 
Food? I bring something on board. You can throw 
anything at me. I will even extend my zen state of 
mind to others, helping them deal with any drama.

Engaged
I’m already planning my next trip.

I love travel. I’m entranced by places to go and 
people I might meet. I am intrigued by the plane 
and how pilots and crew pull everything together. I 
add a side trip to my business travel to check out a 
new place. A long layover means time to explore 
the airport. I get to chat with the employees. Travel 
helps me break out of the routine.

22

our new sets 
are similar …

we’ve gotten 
more nuanced 
in making 
thinking styles 
since 2013
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Get It Over With

Frustrated

Unfazed

Engaged

thinking styles from 2013 thinking styles from Group A 2021

Relaxed, Not Stressed

Positive Experience for 
Everyone

Keep Myself Moving
(& Working)

Let’s Do It Correctly
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using thinking styles
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stakeholders
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Photo: Kate Mereand-Sinha https://www.flickr.com/photos/katmere/117444001
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get out of my sandbox!
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1. market segments: market segments can be used in 
matrix with thinking styles to pinpoint important 
combinations

2. personas: on your own, test their personas so you can 
categorize what errors were made, if any

3. relationships: take time to build trust with your 
stakeholders & peers via listening sessions
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when existing work makes stakeholders think, “conflict!”



1. market segments: market segments can be used in 
matrix with thinking styles to pinpoint important 
combinations

2. personas: on your own, test their personas so you can 
categorize what errors were made, if any

3. relationships: take time to build trust with your 
stakeholders & peers via listening sessions
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when existing work makes stakeholders think, “conflict!”



insurance market segments near-miss accident thinking styles
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matrix them together

highlight areas of 
priority to the org

focus on these areas 
for strategy work, 
scenarios, etc.

30



low GPA

high GPA

older than 
25

financial 
assistance 

needed

Passionate About 
the Topic

Look Forward to 
the College 
Experience

Means to an End Exploring Paths
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purpose: decide on a major for college

Source: Cal State East Bay, via Indi’s memory 



1. market segments: market segments can be used in 
matrix with thinking styles to pinpoint important 
combinations

2. personas: on your own, test all existing personas so 
you can categorize what errors were made, if any

3. relationships: take time to build trust with your 
stakeholders & peers via listening sessions
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when existing work makes stakeholders think, “conflict!”
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do the personas 
only address the 
lead-up to the 
purchase/use?

do the personas map 
directly to features of 
the solution without 
referencing people’s 
larger purposes?

read the same 
fortune from the 
point of view of 
each persona; does 
each persona react 
similarly?

does the data that 
was used to create 
the personas exist? 
can you access it?

does the data used 
to create the 
personas contain 
only surface 
concepts, without 
depth? 33

tests of personas

marketing-only
test

reverse-engineered 
test

lack of data 
test

quality of data 
test

same persona 
test

fortune cookie 
test

are key guiding 
principles and inner 
thinking the same, 
and the demo-
graphics different?

role-based 
test

do the personas map 
to roles? is it assumed 
that everyone in that 
role thinks the same?

horoscope 
test

do the details of 
the personas 
extend beyond 
the purpose? into 
the off-limits?



1. market segments: market segments can be used in 
matrix with thinking styles to pinpoint important 
combinations

2. personas: on your own, test all existing personas so 
you can categorize what errors were made, if any

3. relationships: take time to build trust with your 
stakeholders & peers via listening sessions
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when existing work makes stakeholders think, “conflict!”
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it may appear that stakeholders intend to 
undermine your research

this is rarely their actual purpose
(it is your perspective)
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spend time, repeatedly, with each stakeholder

listen, listen, listen

understand their thinking style: their guiding 
principles, inner reasoning, and reactions

your own view of the research will change & 
your communication will be so much richer
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… when a stakeholder passionately dismisses:
• building a relationship with you
• any perspective but their own (narcissism)

… that’s when you have a problem

37



using thinking styles & measuring value
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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but first, you must …

layer thinking styles on the upper half of 
your opportunity map (the mental model 
diagram half)
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doing it the 
right way

many answers & 
perspectives 

respected 
expert

a few “bug-finder” thinking styles
(software developers)

I know the “right method” to figure 
this out. I prefer to work 
independently of groups, though I 
will guide others to the answer. I 
love showing my finished work to 
others, and am proud of 
innovations I came up with. 

I’m certain people around me 
have the answer and I seek their 
input, and help them in kind when 
I can. I explore all the solutions 
out there because I don’t think 
there is one “right way.”

I’m confident that I can figure this 
out. I’m expert at this area, after 
all. Others come to me for the 
answer. I am an elegant coder 
and teach others what I know 
without any ego.
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doing it the right way
I’ll give what I know if it 
helps me somehow. 

many answers & perspectives
Happy for the added benefit I 
get helping others

respected expert
I’ll start the 
conversation and see 
where it goes
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airline mental model diagram
with thinking styles + 
marketing segments
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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measure your success by their success

46
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measure your success by their success

how people representing different thinking styles
are each able to do their purpose in a manner that 
matches the inner thinking and guiding principles 
they have in common, without harm, workarounds, 
or frustration
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rather than by Engagement, KPI, or Net Promoter Score
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rather than by Engagement, KPI, or Net Promoter Score

49

how many people look 
through the glass at you

key performance indicators 
measure how well your org 
does (e.g. sales, process), 

not (usually) how well 
people can do their purpose

a number derived 
via nonsense math 



Source: https://jeffgothelf.com/blog/nps-is-a-waste-of-time-use-these-metrics-instead/
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Source: https://articles.uie.com/net-promoter-score-considered-harmful-and-what-ux-professionals-can-do-about-it/
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Source: https://articles.uie.com/net-promoter-score-considered-harmful-and-what-ux-professionals-can-do-about-it/
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measure your success by their success

how people representing different thinking styles
are each able to do their purpose in a manner that 
matches the inner thinking and guiding principles 
they have in common, without harm, workarounds, 
or frustration



two metrics here: harm & help (+ lenses)

1. for our priority thinking styles and key towers: 
how well does the solution help or harm each TS?

2. support outside our perspective: how well we are 
reaching outside of our unconscious bias to 
understand other perspectives and contexts?
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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Empathetic Problem-Solver
proactively focused on interests of all employees, 
regardless of (dis)ability

I consider taking care of the people who 
work for me a critical part of my job. I can 
sense when an employee seems to be 
struggling professionally or personally and I 
reach out to them to see if there is anything I 
can do to help support them. I often go 
beyond what is in the standard 
“management/HR” handbook because I’m 
really invested in my employees and I want to 
do everything I can to keep them healthy and 
happy at work.

“The motto that I have is health and family 
first… you know, it's sort of nice to be able 
to help folks that way. And at least, you're 
not directly helping them but you're making 
their lives a little easier by not putting stress 
on them.” 

Ref: Mental Modelling: Qualitative Mapping Audience Behaviors, by V Malzer & S von Schrader, Cornell Employment & Disability, digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/edicollect/1354/

Organizational Implementer
reactive to requests of employees, focused on 
maintaining compliance with gov’t requirements

I strive to contribute to my organization’s 
mission and I work hard to follow its policies 
and processes. I maintain a professional 
relationship with my employees and I trust 
that they will let me know if they need 
something.

“We need to make sure what we're doing is 
based on the law. The challenging part is 
when employees with disabilities don't come 
forward and say something - we can't 
necessarily treat them differently when we 
would like to make sure that we're making 
reasonable accommodations.”
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thinking style: 
Empathic 
Problem Solver

thinking style: 
Organizational 
Implementer

are we preferring 
to support  one 
thinking style more 
than the other?

I can sense when an 
employee seems to be 
struggling professionally 
or personally and I reach 
out to them to see if there 
is anything I can do to help 
support them.

I maintain a professional 
relationship with my 
employees and I trust that 
they will let me know if they 
need something.
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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Spiral Up in the Thermal Escape And Explore Chart My Own Path
My goal is clear to me, and 
others have established a 
path that I can follow. 
However, I have to keep 
fighting through barriers of 
self-doubt and negative 
comments from the people 
closest to me. 

I am trying to get away from 
something uncomfortable, and 
am exploring options and 
opening myself to opportunity. I 
don’t have an identity goal, per 
se, but I want to find a better 
way to be.

I know the identity I seek, but 
it’s a unique or uncommon 
goal. This means I’m forging 
my own steps to make it 
happen, taking time to plan and 
pay attention to routes I can 
take.

purpose: personal identity change (initial study)

thinking styles are different for every purpose 

thinking styles
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how are solutions 
currently harming?

how are we helping? 
how can we help more?

how are solutions 
currently harming?

how are we helping? 
how can we help more?

how are solutions 
currently harming?

how are we helping? 
how can we help more?

thinking style A

thinking style B

thinking style B

for first priority thinking styles
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how are solutions currently harming?

how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?

how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?

how are we helping? how can we help more?

thinking style A

thinking style B

thinking style B

demographics lens 1 how are solutions currently harming?

how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?

how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?

how are we helping? how can we help more?



demographics lens 1

demographics lens 2

demographics lens 3

demographics lens 1

demographics lens 2

demographics lens 3

demographics lens 1

demographics lens 2

demographics lens 3
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how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

thinking style A

thinking style B

thinking style B

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?

how are solutions currently harming?
how are we helping? how can we help more?
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systemic serious mild

data from studies of how we harm/help first-priority thinking styles + lenses

systemic serious mild
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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Segments: Healthwise, Becky Reed

Resigned Stressed Sidetracked

purpose: trying to lose weight
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adjustable support (e.g. using machine learning)
(searching for examples of this)
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machine learning: match a person
with an experience designed for an existing 
thinking style 

(or admit to the person this is a “generic” 
experience) (… which is what most 
experiences are right now, without letting 
the user know)

digital maturity in 10 years?
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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values (measurements) for the metrics come from:

1. (strong) frame other studies by tower + thinking 
style (usability tests, surveys, data models, etc.) and 
map to the opportunity map 

2. (strong) ask study participants (by thinking style) 
what went through their mind (harm & help) as they 
did their purpose using your solution, and for which 
parts of their purpose your solution was not used

3. (strong) put the demographics lenses in front of the 
thinking styles for half the studies
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Source: Guillermo Ermel, posted in Slack channel #ongoing-project-discussions
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smiley faces 
report usability 

test findings
(a bit lo-fi)

thinking styles 
are missing 

here
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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Frame studies by: PEOPLE’S PURPOSE
UNDERSTAND PEOPLE’S INNER THINKING, EMOTIONAL REACTIONS & GUIDING PRINCIPLES AS THEY PURSUE A PURPOSE

Q
U

A
N

TI
TA

TI
VE

Q
U

A
LI

TA
TI

VE

OPPORTUNITY
HOLISTICALLY UNDERSTAND PEOPLE’S APPROACHES 
ACROSS A  VARIETY OF <SOCIAL, MENTAL, MANUAL, 

MECHANICAL, DIGITAL TOOLS> … IN ORDER TO 
SUPPORT A BROADER SET OF THINKING STYLES

(AKA: FUTURES CONE, FOUNDATION, EXPLORATORY)

KNOWLEDGE CREATION (data collection techniques)

GENERATIVE
CREATE NEW IDEAS FOR A <SYSTEM, SOLUTION, 

PROCESS, TOOL> … IN ORDER TO 
SUPPORT PEOPLE WHO <DO, USE> IT 

EVALUATIVE
UNDERSTAND AN EXISTING <SYSTEM, SOLUTION, 

PROCESS, TOOL> … IN ORDER TO 
<MAP, JUDGE, IMPROVE, ADJUST> IT

listening session, empathy interview, non-directed interview

user interview

customer feedback

card sort

diary/camera study

participatory design

biological assessment

qualitative survey

cultural probe

contextual inquiry

eye tracking

intercept survey

clickstream analytics

search analytics

text mining

predictive analytics

A/B test

unmoderated assessment

online assessment

triangulation

lab usabilityintercept usability

QA testing
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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Article: published 11-Sep-2018
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which thinking style? storyboard

the problem with most scenarios

which purpose?
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which thinking style?

the problem with most scenarios
which purpose?
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which thinking style? be aware: solution space

the problem with most scenarios
which purpose?
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“I realized the user story maps, scenario based 
workflow … were arbitrarily produced. Where was 
that data at? … I didn’t like that we were conflating 
research and what was our own ideas. I brought on 
the idea of mental models.”

-Mathias Burton
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scenarios are about purpose, not usage
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source: Indi Young

PEOPLE

problem space solution space
user = someone with a relationship/potential to your org

product backlog 
validated user story 

+ prototype

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

opportunity backlog:
JTBD, lean, agile, 

continuous dual track
PRODUCT 

DISCOVERY

CO
NT

IN
UO

US
 D

UA
L 

TR
AC

K

AB
OU

T 
ON

CE
 A

 Y
EA

R
strategy

person = has their own way to achieve the 
purpose that you can support

Product strategy may 
have something to do 
with technology, but it 
has everything to do 
with people.

mental model diagram                      thinking styles
(aka “opportunity map”) +

Create a single source of 
knowledge (and potential 
futures) across units.

bridge to other methods

scenarios live here
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like an extensive cast of characters
in an episodic tv show
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apartment scene

characters:
- Penny
- Leonard
- Sheldon
- Amy

work cafeteria scene

characters:
- Leonard
- Sheldon
- Raj
- Howard

comic book store 

characters:
- Stuart
- Leonard
- Sheldon
- Raj
- Howard
- Captain Sweatpants

locations

83

allow the cast of characters to grow over time



for stakeholders across the org:
• release a minimum subset of thinking styles as 

scenarios, only for the for high priority market 
segment + thinking style combos

for the strategy & design team:
• curate all the thinking styles and scenarios
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scenario =
tower(s) + thinking style + context
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scenario =
tower(s) + thinking style + lens + 

market segment + context



scenario =
tower(s) + thinking style + context

CC BY-NC 4.0 INDI YOUNG

part of the approach 
to the purpose

86

might use character 
name

the background of the story
(time of day, weather, 

location, other people, etc.)
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Get It Over With
I’m trying to minimize my travel time.

I want to accomplish everything, so I set up a tight 
schedule on my travel day. I have appointments or 
events I want to hit before and/or after the flight. 
Or maybe I’m uncomfortable on planes. Or I don’t 
want to spend too much time away from my home 
and family. I’m prepared to bury myself in my work 
or another distraction while on board. 

Frustrated
Travel isn’t going as I had planned.

Everything that can go wrong will go wrong. There’s 
always something: I get singled out in security or 
the flight is delayed or my luggage flies to a 
different destination than me. The airline drops the 
ball and I’m forced to remedy the situation. It 
takes hours that I’d rather spend doing what I had 
intended. 

Unfazed
I’m prepared for anything to happen.

I want my travel to be stress free and drama free. 
I’ve arranged contingencies for all the scenarios I 
can imagine. Long security line? I show up an extra 
hour early. Flight delays? I brought stuff to do. 
Food? I bring something on board. You can throw 
anything at me. I will even extend my zen state of 
mind to others, helping them deal with any drama.

Engaged
I’m already planning my next trip.

I love travel. I’m entranced by places to go and 
people I might meet. I am intrigued by the plane 
and how pilots and crew pull everything together. I 
add a side trip to my business travel to check out a 
new place. A long layover means time to explore 
the airport. I get to chat with the employees. Travel 
helps me break out of the routine.
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scenario =
minimize the travel time + 
get it over with + 
one day business trip
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scenario =
figure out how to get there + 
engaged + 
international business trip
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scenario =
agonize over finding the best choice + 
engaged +
trip of my daydreams to Vietnam
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scenario =
weave some of the inner thinking, 
reactions, and guiding principles from 
the boxes marked as “engaged” in the 
tower “agonize over finding the best 
choice” on the warp of the context of 
the Vietnam dream trip
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walk in shoes

first person, present tense
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mental space, towers

thinking style + 
marketing segment 
(explained earlier)
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airline scenarios matrix mental space, towers

here is where you 
can add character 

names
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airline scenarios matrix mental space, towers
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making thinking styles from existing data
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you can try to use existing data sources to create 
thinking styles:
• user interview transcripts
• call center / customer service transcripts
• essays or diary entries people have written 

about their inner thinking
• ethnographic notes from field research (but 

these will be in third-person)

never use survey data—answers are pre-invented
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few of those sources have as much depth as a 
listening session:

listening session: 40-120 concepts
user interview: 4-16 concepts

ethnography: 20-90 concepts (depends on skill)
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be aware: you will probably need to rely 
on implied concepts 

(implied concepts are summaries created 
from what you guess the person meant 
to communicate, which has to be a solid 
guess based on how well you understand 
this person’s inner thinking, etc.)
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how to use existing data to create thinking styles:
1. choose a purpose to focus on 
2. then select parts of transcripts across studies 

depicting that purpose 
3. look for inner thinking, emotional reactions & guiding 

principles in the transcripts 
4. write participant sketches (~10 strongest guiding 

principles & inner thinking)
5. do the thinking styles working session
6. compare the sketches to current segments and 

personas
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or you can try converting existing personas by 
a re-shuffling & re-write
only if they were based on good data … that 
you can get your hands on to check the quality
(see the test for this a few slides back)
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it’s better to just do the listening 
sessions because you will not be 
guessing about what is implied, and you 
will have richer depth in the transcripts
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some logistics
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listening sessions

concepts & summaries

cultivate patterns

recruiting

frame 
study

layer 
MMD

thinking 
styles

transcripts

align 
capab.

gap 
analysis

priorities 
strategy

job 
stories

purpose 
metricsSource: Indi Young

typical problem space study timeline

draft thinking styles 
(validated after 2nd

and 3rd studies)
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participant sketches

here is where you forge the deep 
understanding—cognitive empathy

this is just a reminder 
of each person

hypothetical 
placeholder 

thinking styles 
(if not already 
researched)



listening sessions

concepts & summaries

cultivate patterns

recruiting

frame 
study

layer 
MMD

thinking 
styles

transcripts

align 
capab.

gap 
analysis

priorities 
strategy

job 
stories

purpose 
metricsSource: Indi Young

typical problem space study timeline

draft thinking styles 
(validated after 2nd

and 3rd studies)
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participant sketches

in this case, adding more 
studies is key to validation

IF YOU ARE UNDER DEADLINE/TIME PRESSURE
you can skip to thinking styles directly

you will try to record high priority concepts

… meaning your filter bias will skew the 
thinking styles, so you must constantly check 
for it and review which concepts you selected

… and validate with further studies



recap
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• demographics-free* archetypes representing 
different philosophic approaches to a purpose
• based on patterns across participants in 

deep research**
• where any person might switch thinking 

styles based on life event or context
* except when inner thinking is caused by personal demographic characteristics, 

such as discrimination, physiology, culture, environment
** derived from problem-space listening sessions about people’s purpose

thinking styles are
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the distinction between style & ability is crucial: 
• ability refers to how well someone can do something
• style refers to how someone likes to do something

for example:
• ability to do the laundry
• style of doing the laundry

• ability to find a job
• style of finding a job 
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Source: Megan Davis “The Customer Is Always A Character,” https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/customer-always-character-characters-personas-megan-davis/
Source: Megan Davis “The Customer Is Always a Character: Characters for Personas https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/customer-always-character-characters-
personas-megan-davis/

see also: Mike Leigh’s 
film Happy-Go-Lucky
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thinking styles are used for

strategy ideas & design
figure out which path to take for our organization 
based on knowledge of who is thinking what as 
they pursue their purpose 

A. create tailored/differentiated experiences 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

B. track strength/weakness analysis of your 
solution over time, by thinking style 

C. frame other studies by thinking style (e.g. 
surveys, card sorts, usability tests, big data 
models, etc.) for cross-reference

D. clarify the matrix of scenarios, with casts 
of characters based on different thinking 
styles

A. define metrics of support by thinking style 
+ tower/block (layered on OppMap)

B. realize who we are not supporting 
(recognize the narrowness of current 
solutions) (aligning org’s capabilities 
beneath towers then doing gap analysis)

C. prioritize who to support first/next/not 
(urgency based on who is being harmed) 
by thinking style + lens (discrimination, physiology, 
culture, environment)

focus on diverse solutions based on knowledge of 
who is thinking what as they pursue their purpose 
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build awareness

build intentionality

build relationships

model it for others



feedback for indi:

https://goo.gl/forms/6CvKjFk9VZjuRK5l1
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announcements
ideas, essays, recordings 
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@indiyoung

indiyoung

indiyoung

ROSENFELD MEDIA
ALL-BOOKS DISCOUNT:

DISAPPOINTEDFALCON20

design strategy & inclusivity
.com

• courses
• coaching
• workshops for your team
• recorded talks 
• diagrams, examples, books
• consulting
• research studies
• app: diagram-generator

inclusive-software

stay connected … over the years

SLACK: CONVERSATION & QUESTIONS
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